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1: Category:Polish female given names - Wiktionary
Common Polish First Names A list of common first (Christian) names in Poland. This list of Polish first names with
English versions might be of use to visitors thinking of giving a Polish name to their baby or anyone with an interest in
names in use in Poland.

Slavic names used by historical Polish monarchs , e. Non-Christian, but traditional, Slavic names are usually
accepted, but the priest may encourage parents to pick at least one Christian name. In the past, two Christian
names were given to a child so that he or she had two patron saints instead of just one. At confirmation ,
people usually adopt yet another second or third Christian name, however, it is never used outside church
documents. In Eastern Poland, as in many other Catholic countries, people celebrate name days imieniny on
the day of their patron saint. On the other hand, in Western Poland, birthdays are more popular. Name days, on
the other hand, are often celebrated together with co-workers and other less-intimate friends. Information
about whose name is associated with a given day can be found in most Polish calendars and on the internet.
The choice of a given name is largely influenced by fashion. Many parents name their child after a national
hero or heroine, or a character from a book, film, or TV show. In spite of this, a great number of popular
names have been in use since the Middle Ages. Diminutives are popular in everyday usage, and are by no
means reserved for children. The Polish language allows for a great deal of creativity in this field. Most
diminutives are formed by adding a suffix. Alternatively, augmentative forms Polish: For example, Maria may
be called Marycha or Marychna. As in many other cultures, a person may informally use a nickname
pseudonim, ksywa or instead of a given name. A Polish marriage certificate lists three fields, the surnames for
the husband, wife, and children. The partners may choose to retain their surnames, or both adopt the surname
of either partner, or a combination of both; the children must receive either the joint surname or the surname
of one of the partners. However, if she already has a double-barrelled name, she must leave one of the parts
outâ€”it is illegal to use a triple- or more-barrelled name. It was also used with names of territories and
settlements to denote possession or place of origin. Almost all surnames borne by the nobility with the -ski or
-sky suffix are preceded by a place name toponymic or other territorial designation derived from their main
court, holdings, castle, manor or estate. In the 19th century, a wave of seemingly noble sounding surnames
began to appear among the common population , where a significant number of the bourgeoisie class, and
even the peasantry , began to adopt or bear the noble -ski suffix. In most cases, this practice is now considered
archaic or rustic. Eventually, members of one clan would split into separate families with different surnames,
usually derived from the name of their holdings or estates. Sometimes the family name and the clan name
associated with the arms would be used together and form a double-barrelled name. Then, by analogy with
German surnames associated with noble provenance using von , the equivalent Polish preposition is, z , which
means "from" followed by the name of the patrimony or estate. Unrelated families who have joined the
nobility by heraldic adoption can share the same coat of arms, even though that coat of arms bears the surname
of the family who created it. Thus the total number of coats of arms in this system was relatively low â€”
about in the late Middle Ages. From the 15th to the 17th century, the formula seems to copy the ancient
Roman naming convention with the classic tria nomina used by the Patricians: Later, the double-barrelled
name would be joined with a hyphen:
2: Polish Last Names - Common Polish Last Names, List Of Polish Surnames & Their Meaning
A list of names in which the usage is Polish. This was the name of kings of Poland, starting in the 11th century with the
first Polish king BolesÅ‚aw the Brave.

3: Behind the Name: Polish Names
This table lists some Polish given names, together with diminutives and English equivalents. An English equivalent
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usually exists only for a Christian name. Male names.

4: Behind the Name: Browse Names
A service that offers a variety of boy & girl baby names, including Polish boy & girl baby names with name, meaning,
origin and gender.

5: List of Polish Jews - Wikipedia
Common Polish First Names. VISIT OUR HOME PAGE - www.enganchecubano.com Common Polish First Names
Below is a list of common first names in Poland. These names are based on the saints and the feast days as found in
the old-style Proper of the Saints of the Roman Calendar.

6: Polish Boys Names: Popular Boys Names in Poland | Baby Name Wizard | Baby Name Wizard
Polish First Names begins with a brief history of Polish names. The first period is from ancient times to the acceptance
of Christianity in ; the second is from to the present. The importance of the baptismal saint is explained, that is, the feast
day for the saint which falls on the date of the child's birth (or the feast day of the.

7: Appendix:Polish given names - Wiktionary
(The first number is the place on the list of the most popular Polish names in ; the overall number of children given the
name in follows) Wojciech -

8: Common Polish First Names
Pages in category "Polish female given names" The following pages are in this category, out of total.

9: Halgal: Genealogy of Halychyna/Eastern Galicia
LECHOSÅ•AW: Polish name composed of the Slavic name Lech and the word slav "glory," hence "Polish glory" or
"Lech's glory." LESÅ•AW: Contracted form of Polish LechosÅ‚aw, meaning " Lech 's glory.".
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